Q&A A Day For Kids: A Three-Year Journal
**Synopsis**

A journal for parents and children ages roughly four to ten (although age range is flexible) to share the evolution of thoughts, feelings, and dreams over the years. Also great for kids who want to keep a time capsule of their own whimsical thoughts and serious ideas about the world. Inspired by the previous bestselling Potter Style title, Q&A a Day, this journal is the perfect family keepsake. A question by children's author Betsy Franco is featured for each day with only a few lines provided for a response, making this journal the ultimate no-fuss record keeper. Simply turn to today's date and record your child's answer. When you finish the year, move on to the next section. As the years go by you'll notice how your child's answers evolve, sometimes silly, sometimes precocious, but always interesting. The diary can be started on any day of the year and makes a terrific keepsake or gift for parents.
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**Customer Reviews**

I bought this for myself without knowing it was actually a journal for kids. Well, I'm 31 y.o. and I love it! I love it so much more that the actual 'adult' version. Just compare the questions from the "adult" one: "Do you owe money to someone? Does someone owe to you?" Urgh, thanks, no. Now this one: "What would you like more free time for? If you buried a treasure chest what would be in it?" Yay! The format is comfortable, it's soft to the touch and the questions are fun and inspiring. Highly recommended!

Oh, I love the idea of this journal, and I thought my daughter would, too. She's 7 and loves to
journal. Unfortunately, she flat-out hated the prompts. They stressed her out. She didn't want to answer the questions and she didn't like being confined to a small space for her answers. She burst into tears when she got to the question about "what makes you special" because she didn't want to brag, but she also didn't want to say "nothing." It was a silly meltdown, but it made me give up on the journal for her, at least for now. She went back to her "regular" journal and was thrilled. I still love this journal, though! I think the prompts are terrific and that there's enough space. I wish my daughter would have taken to it better because I see it as a wonderful keepsake, with great potential for a lot of laughs when she gets older and reminisces with me. One star deducted for the cover, which really should be a hardcover if you're expecting someone to use this actively for three years and then save it for many years beyond that. The cover is really just a thick cardboard. Aside from that, I think most non-neurotic children would love it. ;)

This book is so neat! It has become one of my 5 year old’s favorite parts of the day. He and I will sit down after dinner and I’ll ask him the question of the day and he’ll answer it and makes sure I write it down. He calls it our "special question time". It’s a great way to take time out of a busy day to bond and talk with your kid. The book itself is lovely. It’s not a hardback book, like I originally thought but more of a journal like cover with a curved binding. As for the best age to start using this book, my son could talk in complete sentences by the time he was two but I feel like most of the questions would've been a bit too difficult for him. We started using it a little after he turned 4 and it’s perfect. He understands most all of the questions and the ones he had trouble with, I simply had to rephrase them and he would understand them. All in all, this is a wonderful book! I can’t wait to look back and see how different his answers are every year. I definitely recommend this to all my mom friends!

My son just turned 2 years old, but he has been talking up a storm since he was 14 months old. I initially purchased the bookÂ My Quotable Kid: A Parents’ Journal of Unforgettable QuotesÂ and while it is absolutely adorable, once my son had started talking in complete sentences I could not keep up with it! Of course, I think everything he says is funny ;) So, instead of writing down everything he said, I got overwhelmed and wrote nothing at all!!!When I came across this Q&A for kids book, I ordered it immediately. We plan on officially starting it on January 1st, but you can start any time you want as there’s a space to write the year. I just figured since it's so close to the end of the year, I might as well start fresh in 2013. In the meantime, I have been flipping through it and asking him some of the questions to get a feel for the book. While some of the questions are too
advanced for him, we can change it to suit his level. I like that it prompts you to write one memory of
the day, which is way better than none at all! In terms of quality, the pages are a nice stock, and the
cover is beautiful. I'm not sure what the cover material is called; it's not a hard cover, but not soft
either! It's flexible and durable. There is plenty of space to write down the memory of the day. I
ordered the adult version too (Q and A a Day: 5-Year Journal) and the kids version is bigger.

We're just shy of finishing our second year writing, so I've been able to see last year's as I've filled
out this year. My daughter is now 7, and I think starting it when I did was great. We read the
questions during the bedtime routine. A few gems: What do you hope for? 6 years old: I hope to be
rich
7 years old: I hope to be happy tomorrow, and not a grump
What have you done lately that you're proud of? 6 years old: Went on an expedition all by myself
7 years old: Touched the bottom of the 8 feet deep section of the pool for the 1st time.
If you could buy anything what would you buy? 6 years old: thousands of dolls
7 years old: something that stops cancer or a My Little Pony mansion
What are you especially good at? 6 years old: Jumping. I can jump so high! 7 years old: Being awesome (ORLY?? ha)
Ok, enough, but let me tell you, this is a great springboard for conversations. I don't have to ask "tough" questions and get a shrug, or try to force an awkward
discussion about "what did you do in school today" because it all comes out when I ask these
questions and show that I'm accepting of every answer she gives. She has even said she didn't
want to answer a question, and that was ok with me. It's still an answer, right? A question in this
book is what raised the big red flag for me when she told me how bored she was in school, or that
someone was stealing her pencils, or that a place called Cat Paradise exists, if only in her and her
friends' minds. Plus, my daughter loves this. It's special to her and she's special to me. I highly
recommend it.
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